Safe Zone Retreat  
March 26, 2013  
Noon – 5pm  
Little D

Coding system:
notes focus on certain activities (good for groups, good for trans focus)
recommended module pairs (SOGI questionnaire and Beyond the Binary)
color coding systems to mark speciality

Spring Term meetings- 2nd & 4th Fridays, 11am

Lunch and Learn
April 19th – 11am - Day of Silence - what it is (Joe)  
April 30th - noon - Birthday- "What is Safe Zone?" (Stephanie)  
May 10th – noon - Sexual Assault (Carli, Theo, Trenton)  
May 24th – noon - Marriage Equality (Carli)  
June 3rd – noon - Lavender Graduation (Trenton)  
June 7th – noon - Stonewall Riots/Pride (Hillevi?, Roberto?, Joe)

April Sexual Assault Awareness Month- info poster as advertisement

Lunch & Learn ideas for Fall
Heterosexism/Cissexism
Being a Bystander vs Upstander
Conflicting Identities
Athletics & LGBTQ (do a training a term, even w/o coach support, advertise for athletes)
Safe Sex

June 13th- Lavender Graduation Ceremony

Trainings done

Left Handed Lesson
Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
Line up- Carli emailing to “J” drive
Media & Being GLTBQ
How do you feel about GLBTQ people
Coming Out Stars
Beyond the Binary 1 – changes made, final decisions table to the next meeting

Present at 4/12 meeting

Terminology 1 Carli emailing to the committee
Creating a Safe Zone and Being an Ally – Angie/Stephanie
History/Pop Culture match up – Theo/Stephanie
Hetero/Cis Privilege – Carli/Allison
Beyond the Binary 1
4/26 meeting

Go Around- Stephanie
Paths to Competence Model- Stephanie
Terminology 2- Joe/Carli

5/10 meeting

Advanced Media and Being LGBTQ - Trenton/Joe/Theo
  add note about representation not being positive, business will use queer images to
  sell to, queer people but the business still has discriminatory business practices
Beyond the Binary 2- Theo
Mattering and Marginality- Allison/Stephanie